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In the spirit of initiating a new journal for Rheumato, it is pertinent to review the
attention to the basics that first established the field as an evidence-based approach to
recognition and treatment of arthritis and multisystem diseases and the reputation of
its disciples as resources for solving diagnostic dilemmas. The ensuing decades have
witnessed substantial incursions on our ability to continue to utilize some of the approaches
that have served us and our patients so well. This has led to proposition of diagnostic
shortcuts [1]. One section of Rheumato will include examination of proposed alternatives
and review the underlying basics upon which our approaches have been based. We start
with an entity (gout) that Rheumato may consider quite straight-forward, an entity for
which we still seem to be that not-so-still small voice crying out in the wilderness.

Should gout be diagnosed solely on the basis of history, physical examination and
serum uric acid level? Is synovial fluid examination essential? What do routine X-rays
contribute? These are the issues fundamental to recognition of gout (and somewhat of
pseudogout) critical to appropriate intervention.

Podagra is the phenomena classically attributed to gout [2]. That approach initially
seemed reasonable, but was challenged with recognition [3] that other disorders occa-
sionally cause first metatarsal phalangeal joint inflammation—but, how often? Is this
a significant source of misdiagnosis? During my residency in internal medicine, acute
podagra was observed as a common occurrence in patients hospitalized in the intensive
care unit. The perspective at that time was that gout was responsible, secondary to fluid
shifts related to the treatment of the hospitalization-requiring event. Since infection was
always a possibility, I routinely aspirated the affected joint. Imagine my surprise to find
positively birefringent calcium pyrophosphate crystals in 24 of 25 patients.

That, however, is only the tip of the iceberg with respect to confusion associated with
attempts to diagnose gout. Low dose aspirin-containing medications represent commonly
utilized over-the-counter products that have pertinent pharmacodynamics. While high
dose aspirin may facilitate uric acid excretion, low dose aspirin impedes excretion, resulting
in hyperupricemia [3]. Therefore, hyperuricemia is not diagnostic of gout, but rather
suggests the likelihood of patient ingestion of low dose aspirin, alcohol, or of a diuretic such
as hydrochlorthiazide—which increases uric acid resorption in the kidney [4,5]. And, of
course, not all patients with gout have hyperuricemia [3]. Additionally, it must be recalled
that it is not levels, but acute changes in uric level that precipitate and aggravate gout
attacks—so introduction of or alteration of allopurinol dose is of course contraindicated.

Those experiences flavored my diagnostically nihilistic attitude towards diagnosing
gout solely on the basis of “gout scores” incorporating only history, physical examination
and serum uric acid levels [1], at the expense of crystal documentation or the presence
of classic radiologic signs. The latter can be challenging, as typical gouty erosions do
not have the diagnostic overhang sign. The classic alteration is uncommon, although the
presence of soft tissue densities may facilitate diagnosis of gout, with pseudogout (calcium
pyrophosphate deposition disease) also requiring consideration.
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How should crystal examination be performed, by whom, and when (related to the
timing of aspiration (obtaining the sample))? Lessing and colleagues [6] appropriately
emphasize the importance of synovial fluid aspiration (arthrocentesis) or mass (e.g., to-
phus) aspiration and polarizing microscopic evaluation of that fluid for crystals in order
to validate gout and pseudogout diagnoses. This is, of course, in addition to gram stain
and culture, as the presence of either crystal does not actually exclude a septic arthritis
diagnosis [3]. Uric acid precipitation as monosodium urate crystals is quite pH- and
temperature-sensitive [7,8]. The latter is perhaps responsible for the generally acral dis-
tribution (e.g., resulting in podagra) of disease, while the reduction in pH (acidification)
associated with infected synovial fluid results in loss of solubility of concentrations of uric
acid that would otherwise not precipitate [8]. Uric acid crystals also salt out (precipitate) as
a phenomenon secondary to the synovial fluid acidosis of pyogenic arthritis.

However, it is also the temperature effects that suggest the value of review of physical
chemistry characteristics and their implications. Reduction in synovial fluid temperature
from in vivo 37 ◦C to that on a slide at ambient temperature (32 ◦C) also reduces both uric
acid and calcium soluability [7], resulting in monosodium urate and calcium phosphate
deposition, the latter in the form of star-shaped brushite crystals. If the fluid is not examined
in a timely manner (or purposely delayed), the associated temperature reduction allows
precipitation of uric acid as monosodium urate crystals. This is directly related to the
duration of temperature reduction [9,10]. Wet mounts (sealing the slide) may prevent false
positive calcium crystal deposition but will not obviate false positive gout diagnosis. Of
course, histologic handling of specimens requires modification of standard technique to
assure all processing is anhydrous, in view of the water solubility of gout crystals—which
usually do not survive routine preparation approaches [3].

It is said that Winston Churchill had 100 new ideas a day; three were good. He had
excellent advisors. While polarizing examination of fluid or tissue for crystals, utilizing a
compensator to distinguish urate and calcium pyrophosphate crystals appears critical to
accurate gout diagnosis [11], acceptance of routinely postponing crystal examination [6] or
even avoiding it entirely [1], are ideas whose time has not yet come.
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